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                            Great Partnerships are based on Trust

                        

                        
                            Metric is the combination of innovative design, premium cabinetry system and excellent services. Great Partnerships are based on Trust.
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                            Hendry & Aileen
                        

                        “The result is well built and high acuracy with friendly & experienced team.”
 
- Co Founder Captain Barbershop -
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                            Chef Devina
                        

                        “This Kitchen Studio with Patio concept is the 4th project with Metric. In addition to reliable and long-lasting quality, simple and elegant design, the most important is also the service from Spokeperson Metric which always accommodates my needs as a priority. Thank you Metric for realizing my dream kitchen!"
 
- Master Chef  -
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                            Mrs. Grace
                        

                         "I like to use Metric, the results of his work are neat, the house feels comfortable, when I go out of town I miss my home and always want to come home as soon as posible."
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                            Mr. Didi Mirota
                        

                        " We are satisfied using Metric because they have quality material and good finishing with attractive design, good after sales service and meet the expectations"
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                            Mrs. Farida
                        

                        "Metric quality is better than the other with attractive design and perfect installation"
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                            Mrs. Melissa Averina
                        

                         “Cooking at home become an enjoyable experience because it is very comfortable to be in my kitchen, i even have once cooked with a total of 15 friends in my kitchen. Thank you Metric Kitchen for my comfortable kitchen! We had so much fun and it surely will be a memory that lasts forever.
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                            Steven
                        

                        " I am very proud for my room's interior by Metric , even my friends are always amazed when they saw it , Thank you Metric ... "
 
- Architect & Contractor -
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                                1. 29 Years of Experience

                                
                                    As a company that has more than 30 years of experience,  Metric is fully committed to maintaining product quality and continuously improving customer satisfaction and trust.
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                                2. Expert Designer

                                
                                    Our professional designers have, on average, more than 12 years of experience with an architecture or design interior background. We strive to serve your design needs according to your preference and dream design.
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                                3. Premium Raw Material

                                
                                    Selection of high-quality materials is thoroughly processed, ranging from the most basic material, plywood, equipped with international standards -- moisture resistant and premium HPL quality -- to coating panel materials, accessories, and adhesives.
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                                4. Precision Machinery Process

                                
                                    A wide range of advanced machineries and technologies helps to ensure the panels are precisely built, reducing the risk of errors and achieving the optimum final products.
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                                5. Easy to Clean

                                
                                    Metric only uses certain materials with highest quality. We want to make sure that the final products handed in to clients are easy to clean and bacteria resistant.
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                                6. After Sale Service

                                
                                    We keep improving ourselves by listening to our clients suggestions, complaints, and critiques, which will be responded to and processed promptly.
Metric currently has 9 showrooms spread across major cities in Indonesia, bringing your dream design closer to you.
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                                7. Delivery Service

                                
                                    Each product will be sent to and assembled at your home, providing you with our one-stop best quality products and services.
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                                8. Emergency Service

                                
                                    Each suggestion, complaint, and critique will be responded to with a clear work schedule.
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